STEVEN HALPERN is a GRAMMY®
nominated,
charting, multiplatinum selling recording artist,
composer, producer, researcher,
pioneering sound healer, and author.
Halpern is currently celebrating his
47th anniversary (1975-2022) as a
founding father of New Age music.
Steven’s DEEP ALPHA was a 2012 GRAMMY® nominee for
Best New Age Album.
Landmark research via brainwave biofeedback (EEG) and Kirlian
(biofield) photography in 1973, 1977 and 1999 documented that
Halpern’s unique compositions were significantly more effective at
reducing stress and balancing coherent brainwave activity than
most traditional classical or other familiar music.
Steven’s relaxing and healing music is used worldwide in leading
health and healing centers, corporate wellness programs, massage
therapy and destination spas, schools and homes.
“One of the 12 most influential artists of the past 20 years...
Steven Halpern is the first and definitive New Age keyboardist.”
— KEYBOARD magazine, 1995 artist profile
Subscribe to get my latest news and videos:
StevenHalpernMusic.com & YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

Stress INducing Music vs. Stress REducing Healing Music
The predictable melody and chord progressions of most familiar
music keeps you subconsciously analyzing (left brain dominant)
where the music is going in the future.
This keeps you in a constant state of stress!
My music is composed in ‘the gap between thoughts’, (whole
brain coherence) allowing relaxation in the present moment.
The mindful music on OCEAN of BLISS engages your innate
‘relaxation response’ in a way that most music does not.
Discover the secret stressors in most music:
“Scalus Interruptus Syndrome” https://youtu.be/-Ml8KiWH_1E

Healing Tones of the Rhodes Electric Piano
My Rhodes Mark 7 electric
piano produces tones like tuning
forks or crystal singing bowls, but
played by a keyboard.
It’s my signature sound, and I
am the only sound healer who
features this wonderful healing
instrument.

JORGE ALFANO is a master of shakuhachi and
bansuri bamboo flute. On his own 22 albums, he
also plays koto, duduk, oud and electric bass. He
is an in-demand session player on electric bass as
well as all flutes. jalfano@bellsouth.net
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PAUL McCANDLESS is a Grammy® winning artist
who rose to fame as a member of OREGON and Bela
Fleck and the Flecktones. His lyrical melodies and
brilliant improvisation confirm his mastery of this
double-reed instrument. PAULMCCANDLESS.COM

SOUND HEALING 432 Hz
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KRISTIN HOFFMANN is the featured vocalist and
keyboardist for the internationally renowned BELLA
GAIA ensemble featuring NASA imagery. She is also a
composer and music coach who works with clients
worldwide. KRISTINHOFFMANN.COM
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After my weekly session every Friday, I listen to the new mixes
as I fall asleep. I often receive guidance and ‘instructions’ on what
to add next, as I have done for decades. They don’t teach that in
“Producer’s College”.

CHAKRA SUITE
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Without Zoom virtual recording, this album would not be possible.
Kristin and Jorge recorded in their own studios in New York and
Florida. Working with my masterful engineer, Warren Kahn, I spent
many hours editing and recombining their phrases into the timeless
tapestry that you now enjoy.

Listen to audio samples at: StevenHalpernMusic.com
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Recording and Producing in the Age of Zoom

“Steven’s music holds the vibrational grid that supports
energetic transmutation and connects us to Source,
which is where true healing occurs.”
— STARR FUENTES, Spiritual Healer and Master Teacher
starrfuentes.com

1. Ocean of Bliss Vol. 2 (pt.1) 7:03

6. Ocean of Bliss Vol. 2 (pt. 6) 5:51

2. Ocean of Bliss Vol. 2 (pt. 2) 7:34

7. Ocean of Bliss Vol. 2 (pt. 7) 7:34

3. Ocean of Bliss Vol. 2 (pt. 3) 5:26

8. Ocean of Bliss Vol. 2 (pt. 8) 5:48

4. Ocean of Bliss Vol. 2 (pt. 4) 5:38

9. Ocean of Bliss Vol. 2 (pt. 9) 18:42

5. Ocean of Bliss Vol. 2 (pt. 5) 4:08

Total Running time: 67:59

Co-Produced by Steven Halpern and Warren Kahn
Steven Halpern: Rhodes Mark 7 electric piano,
grand piano, atmospheric keyboards
Kristin Hoffmann: Wordless Vocals (tks 1,4) KristinHoffman.com
Jorge Alfano: Bansuri bamboo flute (tk 2) jalfano@bellsouth.net
Paul McCandless: Oboe (tk 9) PaulMcCandless.com
Recording Engineer: Warren Kahn
Banquet Studios, Medford, OR
Cover: Steven Halpern & Lisa Kahn lisakahngraphicdesign.com
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Like a tuning fork for your “human instrument”, maestro Halpern orchestrates a
healing symphony that opens the heart and soothes the soul.”
—MusicWebExpress (mwe3.com)

You’ll feel more relaxed and at peace with yourself and the world.
This soundscape includes brain balancing frequencies that align you with the
Schumann Resonance, Mother Earth’s natural ‘brainwave’.
Exquisite collaborations with Kristin Hoffmann (wordless vocals), GRAMMY® winner
Paul McCandless (oboe) and master musician Jorge Alfano (shakuhachi and bansuri
bamboo flute) in consort with Steven’s iconic Rhodes electric piano and grand piano.
OCEAN OF BLISS Vol. 1 was the 2020 COVR gold medal
award winner for Best New Age Album.
OCEAN of BLISS Vol. 2 is an album you’ll be enjoying for years to come.
“Steven’s music has uplifted a generation of seekers.
He has created a soundtrack for our evolutionary journey.”
— Marianne Williamson, bestselling author, A Politics of Love
STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy®
nominated,
charting, multiplatinum selling recording artist,
composer, and researcher. He is a
founding father of New Age music
and a pioneering sound healer.
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